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II. Functions & key operations

SERIES CONTROLLER 
USER  MANUAL
Part  Numbers:  
70-LEDMIR6-2430,  70-LEDMIR6-3036,  70-LEDMIR6-4432,  70-LEDMIR10-2432

1. Turning on/off Display and Backlight - Press and hold key ⑥  to turn on the screen and the 
backlighting of the keypad; the system will  show the current temperature & time after 5 seconds. 
Press key ⑥  shortly to turn on or turn off the LED light on the mirror. The  l ight icon will  display 
on  the screen. Press the key ⑥  for 3 seconds to turn off the display & backlight.

2. Setting Time - Press key ⑤  for roughly 3 seconds until  the hour number blinks. Press
key ①  or ②  to adjust the hour number when the number is blinking. Then press the key ⑤  to 
adjust the minute number. Press the key ⑤  to adjust the month or date. The system will  accept the 
new settings when the numbers stop blinking. (Time setting only can be adjusted when the 
Bluetooth function is shut off)

3. Connecting to Bluetooth - Press key ④  to turn on the Bluetooth music play function. The 
upper left of the screen will  show the progress bar and will  then display a blinking “1-bt”, the 
Bluetooth function is now in the search state.  Open the Bluetooth function of your phone and 
connect with the device name of “CA3015”. “1-bt” will  stop blinking when the phone connects with 
the system successfully.  Connecting to Bluetooth gives you the ability to play music through the 
mirror speakers. Press the key ①  to choose the previous song or ②  to select another song. Press 
key ③  to adjust the volume, pressing key  ①  to decrease the volume and key ②  to increase the 
volume when the volume icon is blinking.

1. Do not place the mirror close to magnetic or electric fields. Avoid placing near direct sunlight or heating 
appliances.

2. Since mobile Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are using the same channel, the signal and data may interfere
with each other when used simultaneously. This may cause slower download speeds. Listening
to the music online with slower download speed may cause intermittent music playback
issues.

3. Due to different Bluetooth module manufacturers, some mobile phones may have playback or
lost connection issues.

4. The Bluetooth speaker has a range of 10 meters without any barriers such as walls or other
electrical appliances.

5. The Bluetooth signal must be manually reconnected if it becomes disconnected,
6. There are slight sounds when the Bluetooth signal is connected. This is normal.

I. Description of the display & keys
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